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Frequently Asked Questions 
 
 
Q: What changes were made with the UI enhancement updates, and 
why? 
 
A: my.endnote.com was updated in order to provide a cohesive look and feel with 
other Thomson Reuters products in the market today. The UI enhancement 
changed the color scheme on a vast majority of the webpages within 
my.endnote.com. In addition, images and buttons were changed to correspond to 
this new color scheme.  
 
Q: Will functionality within the website change? 
 
A: No. The UI enhancement updates were made with the directive that user 
experience (functionality) remains unchanged.   Doing   this,   we’ve   prevented   the  
user base from having to relearn their workflow patterns and routines within the 
online environment. 
 
Q: What about user notifications? 
 
A: In order to accommodate the global header (a key feature of the TR look and 
feel),  we’ve  had   to  adjust   the  way   in  which  users  are  presented  notifications   in  
the webpage. Previously, yellow sticky notifications were used to relay 
messaging   to   users.  Now,   in   place   of   these   notifications  we’ve   implemented   a  
light box that will be displayed upon sign in for the user when a message is 
available. The purpose, content, and strategy behind customer notifications have 
not changed. The only change is the way in which users are alerted to these 
messages. 
 
Q: The buttons within EndNote online look different, what changed? 
 
A: We’ve  replaced  image  buttons  with  CSS  buttons  throughout  the website. CSS 
is a modern web technology that results in quicker load times and is more 
scalable for any future site enhancements or feature additions. 
 
Q: Why did EndNote add a manuscript matching feature? 
 
A: EndNote added a manuscript matching feature in order to address a very real 
pain point for our users – the lengthy manuscript submission process that, for 
many users, is necessary for their current work or for professional advancement 
in their field. By providing a shortened list of high-quality journal submission 
suggestions, we feel that the manuscript matching feature alleviates some of the 
ambiguity around the journal submission process or, at the minimum, helps our 
users make a more informed submission decision. Further, EndNote is a 
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productivity tool that helps users save time and work more efficiently – 
manuscript matcher is an example of extending this concept further into our 
user’s  research  and  writing  workflows. 
 
Q: How is the EndNote manuscript matching feature different than 
competitive solutions? 
 
A: While  competitors  use  a  single  algorithm,  the  EndNote™  manuscript  matcher  
tool combines several proprietary algorithmic approaches that are aggregated; 
these algorithms analyze more data points and, generally, give richer 
recommendations. Including analysis of the citations available in the submitted 
paper has shown to improve the quality of results by 30%; this is a unique feature 
of manuscript matcher that does not exist in any competing offering. Manuscript 
matcher is also able to distinguish between general journals and very specific, 
niche journals. If not weighed very carefully, journals with a broad scope could 
distort results; this is accounted for with sophisticated journal clustering that 
identifies  “general”   journals  automatically and ranks these differently than other, 
more focused, journals in recommendation lists. 
 
Q: What is really innovative about the EndNote manuscript matching 
feature?  
 
A: The EndNote manuscript matching feature includes patent-pending 
technology comprising proprietary algorithms, data modeling, and machine 
learning techniques. Also, the EndNote manuscript matching feature is the only 
such function that is seamlessly integrated into a powerful bibliographic reference 
tool (CWYW Phase 2 implementation). 
 
Q: Is manuscript matcher the name of the new feature? 
 
A: No. There is no specific name assigned to the new manuscript matching 
feature with the 3.11 release. We will use the terms manuscript matcher, 
manuscript matching, manuscript matching tool wherever appropriate in copy.   

• We will not register a trademark for manuscript matcher   
• It should not be capitalized unless it begins a sentence   
• It will be referred to as a tool or capability, not a service   
• Match  is  the  “action”  of  the  tab  in  EndNote  online,  not  the  name   
• Do not refer to manuscript matcher as Match or the Match feature   

 
Q: Who is it for? 
 
A: The manuscript matching feature can be used by any EndNote user including 
basic, desktop, and WoS users. The only requirement to use the feature is that 
the user must have an EndNote online account. 
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Q: How can I learn more about how manuscript matcher works? 
 
A: We offer a snippet of getting started information for the user directly on the 
first page of manuscript matcher. If the user wants to learn even more about the 
feature they have the option (via a link on the front page of manuscript matcher) 
to go to a marketing site specifically dedicated to learning more. This site can be 
found here: http://endnote.com/product-details/manuscript-matcher 
 
Q: What journals is it matching to? 
 
A: The journal universe is sourced from the Web of Science Core Collection. 
After taking account of strategic exclusions, the universe is composed of 
approximately 8200 journals from the WoS Core Collection. A full list of the 
journal universe and/or journal exclusions will not be available to users. For the 
3.11 release, the journal universe is roughly composed of the following category 
breakdown: 2% AHCI, 72% SCIE, and 26% SSCI. 
 
Q: What   “exclusion”   criteria   were   used   to   develop   the   manuscript  
matcher journal universe? 
 
A: We’ve  excluded  journals  matching  the  following  criteria: 
• Journals for which less than 30 papers were published in the last 5 years – in 

order to show only active journals 
• Review journals and proceedings journals  
• Books and conferences 
• Small regional and foreign journals 
• Very general journals, not focusing on any particular subject 
All coverage decisions were made in close collaboration with the WoS editorial 
team and designed to provide the most effective use of the underlying 
algorithms. 
 
Q: What languages does manuscript matcher support? 
 
A: The manuscript matcher interface is translated into the existing languages 
supported by EndNote. However, the algorithm will only perform appropriately 
when the user submits his or her English-only title, abstract, and citation list. 
Because of the text analysis involved in   the   algorithm,   an   “English   to  English”  
comparison is necessary. 
 
Q: What are the different match scores and how are they calculated? 
 
A: The match score returned from the algorithm is a score ranging from 0 to 100. 
In an effort to place a bit of context within these numerical values for the user 
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we’ve  bucketed   scores   into   four   verbal   categories:   0-25 = Fair; 26-50 = Good; 
51-75 = Very Good; and 76-100 = Excellent. 
 
Q:  What  is  a  “similar  article”? 
 
A: Similar articles that are returned with each journal recommendation are a 
value-add feature from the manuscript matcher algorithm. They are articles that 
have been identified as being similar to the title/abstract/citation combination 
submitted by the user. 
 
Q: How can a journal be a good match if there are no similar articles? 
 
A: The inclusion of the similar articles data point is one of several factors used to 
determine   a   final   “match   score.”   There   should   be   no   expectation   that   the   best 
matching journals will also yield the greatest number of similar articles. For 
further details, please see the question relating to the way in which the algorithm 
works. 
 
Q: Will my feedback be read and acted upon? 
 
A: Yes. The user feedback is stored for review. The  “yes/no”  feedback  decision  
will help optimize the algorithm over time while any contextual strings of text 
provided will be reviewed by the product team for additional customer insight. 
 
Q: Why am I getting no journal results when using manuscript 
matcher? 
 
A: There are several reasons why a user may not get any journal results with a 
search. The algorithm itself maintains a quality threshold whereby if no journals 
meet or exceed this proprietary threshold then the user will not receive any 
journal  matches.   Secondly,   we’ve   removed   the   ability   to   provide   one   and   only  
one journal in a search result in order to make sure that we provide users with 
varying  submission  options.  If  the  user’s  search  resulted in only one journal then 
(s)he would then receive the same error message prompting for an update to the 
search criteria. 
 
Q: Why does a published article not match to the journal it was 
published in? 
 
A: There are several reasons why this may be the case. First, manuscript 
acceptance is not necessarily indicative of the best matched journal. Second, 
there are other extraneous outside factors that impact acceptance/rejection 
decisions including whether or not the author submitted the article to any of the 
suggested journals provided by manuscript matcher. The intent of the manuscript 
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matching feature is to provide forward-looking submission suggestions based on 
a  user’s  input  criteria  as  opposed  to  acting  as  a  backward-looking reconciliation 
system that attempts to correctly match a published article to the correct journal. 
 
Q: How do I interpret the Top Keyword Rankings? 
 
A: The top keywords are another value-add data point returned by the 
manuscript matcher algorithm. These keywords can be thought of as the 
keywords from the manuscript data that helped the algorithm match to a 
particular journal. 
 
Q: Why   can’t   I   access   the   Full   Text   from   publisher   functionality   in  
manuscript matcher? 
 
A: The  “full  text  from  publisher”  functionality  is  entitlement-based. Depending on 
the users entitlements, or that of his/her university/corporation, the user will either 
be linked out to the full text or provided with an error message. 
 
Q: Do I get access to the Web of Science through using the 
manuscript matching feature? 
 
A: It depends. If an entitled Web of Science user is utilizing the manuscript 
matching tool then (s)he will have a direct route to access the Web of Science 
when reviewing similar articles. However, an unentitled Web of Science user will 
have this same feature, but instead of a direct route to the Web of Science, (s)he 
will be taken to the WoS CEL record for the relevant similar article. 
 
Q: What are the requirements to perform a journal search? 
 
A: The user is required to enter a title and abstract as the minimum input set in 
order to successfully perform a search. 
 
Q: Is there a character limit for the title and abstract fields? 
 
A: There is no direct character limit for these fields. However, the overall 
submission, including Title, Abstract, and Citations must be less than 500,000 
characters. 
 
Q: Do I need to include citations for my journal search? 
 
A: Including citations is strongly encouraged for optimal results. However, 
citations are an optional field for submission. Extensive internal testing has 
shown that the use of citations drastically increases the quality of journal results 
returned by the algorithm. 
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Q: Are match scores determined by the Impact Factor? 
 
A: No. The use of the Impact Factor within the interface is to provide TR-specific 
value add information. Impact Factors do not play a role in  generating  a  journal’s  
“match  score.” 
 
Q: Do I need to provide feedback on suggested journals? 
 
A: No. Providing feedback is entirely optional. 
 
Q: Where are my similar articles saved when I save them to My 
References? 
 
A: When  a  similar  article  is  saved  as  a  reference  into  the  user’s  EndNote  online  
library,  the  article(s)  are  saved  in  the  “Unfiled”  folder. 
 
Q: How exactly does the algorithm work (note: internal audiences 
only)? 
 
A: Using the clustering   algorithm,  we’ve   classified   all   the   8,200   journals   to   the  
clusters, each cluster focusing on a specific scientific topic (e.g. cluster 209 
contains   26   journals   from   “Social   Sciences”   discipline,   mainly   focusing   on  
“Education”  topic). 
In addition, a machine learning model was trained for each journal, using all the 
scientific papers, published in this journal in the past 5 years. 
So, in the end we have a 2-level taxonomy tree, where on the highest taxonomy 
level you have the clusters/topics and on the lower taxonomy level there are 
journals, belonging to this cluster. 
When the researcher submits a manuscript (title/abstract/citations) to the 
Manuscript Matcher - the algorithm tries to match the manuscript according to a 
taxonomy – first find the best matching cluster (one or more, for the multi-
disciplinary papers) for the submitted paper, then – inside the cluster(s) find the 
most matching journal(s). 
  
Each of the matching journals (from one or more clusters) gets a match score 
from the model. 
The algorithm returns 10 recommended journals, - the ones that have got the 
highest score, - sorted by a match score in a descendent order. 
Similar papers are used for both: 
1)  For   the   model,   described   above   (as   one   of   the   model’s   features).   When  
found, similar papers may boost the score of the journal in which they were 
published. 
2)  Explanation for the suggested journal – we search millions of previously 
published papers. If papers, similar to the submitted one, were found to be 
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previously published in this journal, - it helps to explain to the researcher why this 
particular journal is recommended. 
 
Q:  What  are  some  examples  of  “general”  journals  being  excluded? 
 
A:  1.      BMC BIOLOGY 

2.      EUROPEAN PHYSICAL JOURNAL PLUS 
3.      JOURNAL OF MECHANICS 
4.      JOURNAL OF MICROBIOLOGY 
5.      NATURE 

 
Q:  Why  don’t  I  see  any  JCR  information  for  a  particular  journal? 
 
A: There is a subset of approximately 1% of the journal universe that is 
composed of non-JCR journals. In the event that one of these non-JCR journals 
is returned to the user, the interface will not display any JCR related information 
for the user. 
 
Q: How can I learn more about JCR? 
 
A: We’ve   provided   a   direct   link   on   the   first   page   of   the   manuscript   matcher  
feature  that  links  out  to  a  “more  info”  JCR page where the user can learn detail 
about what is JCR. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


